Inside Out

This series features Chris and Sara’s story as well as Mark’s story. Must be read in order.

If I Were You
Being Me
Rebecca’s Lost Journals
The Master Undone
His Secrets
Revealing Us
My Hunger
No In Between
My Control
I Belong to You
All of Me

Careless Whispers

This is a spinoff series of Inside Out about Ella. You do not have to read Inside Out first, but in this case it would enhance the reading enjoyment to know a bit about Ella going into it. Must be read in order.

Denial
Demand
Surrender
White Lies

This is a spinoff series of Inside Out about Tiger (Mark’s attorney). You do not have to read Inside Out first. Must be read in order.

Provocative

Shameless

Tall, Dark, and Deadly

This is the Walker Brothers series—Royce, Luke and Blake. Each brother has their own book. Each book is a standalone for the couple, though there are slight over-arching elements.

Hot Secrets

Dangerous Secrets

One Dangerous Night—a free prologue to Beneath the Secrets

Beneath the Secrets

Walker Security

This is a spinoff series of Tall, Dark and Deadly about the other men of Walker Security. Each book is a standalone for the couple, but there are some over-arching elements.

Deep Under

Pulled Under

Falling Under

Dirty Money

The first four books are Shane and Emily’s story, which must be read in order. The fifth, Poison Kisses, is Seth’s story and a standalone novel that will be released in three parts.

Hard Rules

Damage Control
Bad Deeds
End Game
Poison Kisses

The Secret Life of Amy Bensen

Liam and Amy’s story, must be read in order.
Escaping Reality
Infinite Possibilities
Forsaken
Unbroken

Zodius

Paranormal Romance about super soldiers. Each book is a standalone.
Michael
Sterling
Kel
Damion

Vampire Wardens

Vampire Paranormal Romance series. Each book is a standalone.
Hot Vampire Kiss
Hot Vampire Seduction
Hot Vampire Touch
Werewolf Society

Werewolf Paranormal Romance series. Each book is a standalone.

Wicked Werewolf Night
Wicked Werewolf Secret
Wicked Werewolf Passion

The Knights of White

Paranormal Romance series. Each book is a standalone.

The Beast Within
Beast of Desire
Return of the Beast
Beast of Darkness
Captive of the Beast
Demon’s Seduction
Beast of Fire